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Abstract

Grid-tied solar inverters continue to proliferate rapidly to

tackle the growing environmental challenges. Nowadays, dif-

ferent smart sensors and transducers are tightly integrated

with the grid-tied inverter. This integration opens the "Pan-

dora’s Box" of unknown threats that could come from very

unconventional ways. This paper demonstrates a noninvasive

attack that could come by spoofing the Hall sensor of an in-

verter in a stealthy way by using an external magnetic field.

We demonstrate how an attacker can camouflage his/her at-

tack tool and place it near a target inverter. In doing so, he/she

can intentionally perturb grid voltage and frequency and can

inject false real and reactive power to the grid. We also show

the consequences of the attack on a scaled-down testbed of a

power grid with a commercial 140 W grid-tied inverter from

Texas Instruments. We are able to achieve a 31.52% change

in output voltage, 3.16x (-6dB to -11dB) increase in low-

frequency harmonics power, and 3.44x increase in real power.

Moreover, we introduce a duty-cycle variation approach for a

noninvasive adversarial control that can change the inverter

voltage up to 34% and real power up to 38%. We discuss

the feasibility of using a 100 kW inverter through discussion.

This provides insights behind the generalization of the attack

model. In addition, the commercial power system simulation

tool Etap 19.0.1 is used to simulate the impact of the attack

on a 2.3 MW power grid. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first methodology that highlights the possibility of such

an attack that might lead to grid blackout in a weak grid.

1 Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) in power grids comprise so-

phisticated control mechanisms. These mechanisms may pro-

duce multidisciplinary security issues capable of compromis-

ing the Availability and Integrity [1, 2, 3] of the power grids.

Examples of such attacks on power CPSs include cyberattacks

on the Ukrainian power grid [4], DoS attacks on anonymous

western utilities in the U.S. power sector [5], the Slammer

worm attack on Ohio’s Davis-Besse nuclear power plant [6],

the Stuxnet malware attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities [7],

etc. The results of these attacks are very serious, including

region-wise blackouts affecting more than 230,000 residents

[8] and monetary losses [9].

Nowadays, distributed energy sources are proliferating

rapidly and a substantial portion of these sources are highly

efficient grid-tied solar inverters1 [10, 11] equipped with Hall

sensors. These Hall sensors, however, can be cleverly spoofed

to orchestrate a noninvasive attack on the grid. The attack in

question can perturb the normal operation of a power system

and may cause grid failures in a weak grid. It is important

to note that a strong grid gradually becomes weak due to

the continuous integration of distributed energy sources [12].

Strong grids may also behave as weak grids at a particular

time of a day (e.g., peak hours). Moreover, micro-grids [13]

also behave as weak grids when connected over long cables

to a utility grid. A detailed background of strong and weak

grids is provided in Section 3.1.

This paper shows that a smart attacker can inject measure-

ment errors into the Hall sensors of an inverter using a nonin-

vasive magnetic spoofing technique with adversarial control.

The injected errors can propagate from the compromised Hall

sensor to the internal controllers of the inverter and eventually

compromise the inverter itself. The compromised inverter can

hamper the grid stability and may cause grid failures in a weak

grid scenario. This method is similar to the false data injection

approach. But in this case, the injection is coming from the

physical domain by exploiting the physics of the Hall sensor.

We show that the attacker can intelligently control the false

data injection by applying distinct types of external magnetic

fields, such as constant, sinusoidal, and square pulsating mag-

netic fields, on the Hall sensors. This may perturb the inverter

output voltage, frequency, real and reactive power. This per-

turbation can propagate through the cyber domain and finally

impact the physical domain. Hence, this can be termed as an

attack from Physical-to-Cyber-to-Physical (P-2-C-2-P) do-

main [14]. In power CPSs, this type of cross-domain attack is

yet to be explored in depth by the security community.

1In this paper, grid-tied solar inverter are used interchangeably with in-
verter.
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Technical Contributions: Our technical contributions are

listed as follows that are elaborated in the following sections:

i. A new attack model (Section 4) that describes how the

availability of the grid-tied inverter is stealthily breached.

ii. Algorithms and a potential design for the relevant attack

tool (i.e., Embedded Hall Spoofing Controller) and mathemat-

ical models of an inverter’s control blocks (Section 5).

iii. A testbed (Section 6) with a scaled-down model of

a power grid, on which the attack model is validated and

adversarial control is demonstrated (Section 7).

iv. The attack model is further evaluated (Section 8) using

an industry-standard commercially used Electrical Power Sys-

tem Analysis Software (Etap 19.0.1) on a medium-sized 2.3

MW (equivalent to approx. ∼ 150 houses) grid.

v. Defense (Section 9.1) is proposed and justified, and lim-

itations (Section 9.2) of this attack are noted.

2 Related Work

We discuss here different attacks on analog sensors, inertial

sensors, and on power systems that exist in the literature.

Attacks on Analog Sensors: Kune et al. [15] spoofed sen-

sors by electromagnetic interference (EMI) to induce defibril-

lation shocks on implantable cardiac devices. Park et al. [16]

used infrared to trigger a medical infusion pump to deliver

overdose to patients. Davidson et al. [17] reported how spoof-

ing optical sensors of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) can

compromise complete control of the lateral movement. Yan

et al. [18] published a contact-less attack on self-driving cars

using ultrasound and EMI. Shin et al. [19] showed a spoofing

attack on LiDar to create illusions of objects appearing closer

in automotive systems. Zhang et al. [20] injected inaudible

commands into a microphone using ultrasonic carriers. Lastly,

Shoukry et al. [21] used an external magnetic field to spoof the

Antilock Braking System (ABS) to change the wheel speed of

a vehicle. There are a few fundamental differences between

our work and [21]. First, the attacker requires access to place

the electromagnetic actuator near the ABS wheel speed sensor

and must strongly secure the attack object ABS Hacker to the

vehicle body, likely with a nut and bolt. Second, the original

magnetic field of the vehicle must be shielded before spoofing.

The space to place this extra shield near the ABS sensor is

critical. Third, the ABS Hacker comprises expensive hetero-

geneous processors. Fourth, the adaptive controller of [21]

requires complex tuning of its closed-loop poles and zeros. In

contrast to [21], our attack can be noninvasively executed on

a cheap Arduino board and does not require strong physical

mounting or extra shielding.

Attacks on Inertial Sensors: Son et al. [22] used high

power sound noise to compromise the gyroscope of a drone

to make it uncontrollable. Wang et al. [23] used a sonic gun

to demonstrate acoustic attacks on different inertial sensors.

Trippel et al. [24] showed fine-grained adversarial control

over MEMS accelerometers using acoustic signals to damage

digital integrity. Tu et al. [25] also demonstrated adversarial

control over embedded inertial sensors to trigger the actuation

of different control systems. In contrast to their methods (e.g.,

biasing attack, sample rate drifts, etc.), our paper introduces a

duty-cycle variation approach for adversarial control that is

novel in our attack model in the power CPSs.

Attacks on Modern Power Systems: There are quite a lot

of works on traditional Cyber-to-Physical domain (C-2-P)

attacks in the literature, such as malicious false data injection

[26], flooding [27], arbitrary command injection [28], time-

delay input attack [29], load distribution attack [30]. Ilge

Akkaya et al. [31] used GPS spoofing on Phase Measurement

Units (PMUs) to lead a substation to an erroneous state. In

contrast to these works, our work demonstrates an unconven-

tional P-2-C-2-P attack in the power CPSs.

Our work shows how an attacker can cause damage (e.g.,

blackout) to the connected power grid by intelligently apply-

ing constant, sinusoidal, and square pulsating magnetic fields.

Moreover, in contrast to the prior works, this paper models the

vulnerable blocks of the controller of an inverter and math-

ematically proves the underlying principle of propagation

of attack from sensors to the internal controllers. Our attack

impact is more realistic, has more economically damaging

effect, and can impact a large region.

3 Background

3.1 Strong and Weak Grid in the Power CPSs

The grid where voltage and frequency are stable and do not

vary during load connection/disconnection is known as a

strong grid. Historically, rotational generators are present in

the power systems. Rotational generators have prime movers

to convert rotational kinetic energy into electrical energy. Ro-

tational energy stored in the prime mover of these generators

acts as an inertia against any sudden change of load in the sys-

tem; therefore, the voltage/frequency does not vary abruptly

within a limit in the grid when a small load is disconnected

from the grid. It is important to note that a strong grid is not

ideally strong all the time. The voltage/frequency of a strong

grid may vary abruptly if the change of the load is large com-

pared to the generation capacity, or if the rotational energy

stored in the prime mover is not sufficient to compensate for

the sudden change in the grid. Hence, a strong grid can be-

have as a weak grid. A weak grid refers to a grid wherein its

voltage is highly sensitive to any variation in the load [32].

Due to the continuous integration of distributed solar/wind

inverters, the modern grid is shifting from centralized to dis-

tributed generation resulting in poor control and lack of inertia

(i.e., rotational turbines). This causes grid weakening over

time [12], which is already a concern in the community. In this

scenario, an attacker can perturb the grid voltage/frequency

using an inverter and this perturbation may disrupt the entire

system. Moreover, low generation, long transmission lines,

etc., can also contribute to weak grids. We can also find weak

grids in isolated places like Baja, Mexico; parts of Alaska; or

under-developed areas between strong grids.
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3.2 Real Power, Reactive Power and Phase

An inverter can inject real power and reactive power into the

grid. Real power is related to grid frequency and reactive

power is related to grid voltage [33]. If the generation of real

power is lower than the real power demand, the grid frequency

may fall. Whereas, if the generation of reactive power is lower

than the required, the grid voltage may fall. Real power is the

amount of power in watts (W) being dissipated, and reactive

power results from inductive/capacitive loads measured in

volt-ampere reactive (VAR) (Appendix 11.2). The phase is

the position of a point of a wave in a time instant. Three-phase

voltages are 120o phase apart from each other.

Hall Output Voltage, VHall

1

2

3

4

1,3: Input Terminal

2,4: Output Terminal

Z

Y X

B

I

F
X

Bias Current

B: Magnetic Flux

F: Lorentz Force

VHall

Hall Element

S

Ibias

Figure 1: Working principle of a typical Hall sensor.

3.3 Working Principle of a Hall Sensor

Fig. 1 shows the working principle of a typical Hall sensor. It

comprises a Hall element, which is made of a thin piece of

p-type semiconductor material (e.g. Gallium Arsenide, etc.).

Let us assume that a bias current Ibias is flowing in +ve Y

direction (terminal 1, 3) of the Hall element having thickness

d. This Hall element is placed within an applied magnetic

field B whose direction is -ve Z-axis. The charge carriers

inside the Hall sensors feel a force along +ve X-axis. This

force is known as the Lorentz force F . Due to this Lorentz

force, the charge carriers will be deflected along the +ve X-

axis and a voltage VHall will be generated across the Hall

element. The generated voltage VHall may be expressed as:

VHall = k(
Ibias

d
×B) (1)

where k is the hall coefficient, which depends upon the prop-

erties of the hall element. If d, Ibias, and k are constant, VHall

depends only on applied B. This B is proportional to the cur-

rent/voltage to be measured. Any external perturbation of

B can change VHall . And this change can give a false sense

of voltage/current measurement that can propagate to the

inverter controller and hamper its normal operation.

3.4 Why is a Hall Sensor Used in an Inverter?

Inverters measure grid voltage, current, and their phase an-

gles for important control applications. Four methods [34] are

mainly used to measure voltage/current: i) Resistive drop/-

divider method, ii) Magneto-resistance method, iii) A volt-

age/current transformer, and iv) A Hall effect sensor.

A resistive drop/divider is not suitable for high voltage/cur-

rent measurement because of the following reasons: high

power loss in the resistor itself, inability to measure small DC

current in the presence of large AC current, and absence of

proper isolation. A magneto-resistive material is nonlinear

and temperature-dependent, therefore, it is not suitable for

accurate high current measurement. A voltage/current trans-

former is not suitable for simultaneous AC/DC measurement

and is bulky. It also requires an external resistance to con-

vert current into voltage and has a low efficiency for core

loss. In contrast, the Hall effect sensor has excellent accuracy,

high efficiency, very good linearity, low thermal drift, and low

response time. It is lightweight, compact, and suitable for

simultaneous large AC/DC voltage/current measurement with

galvanic isolation. Therefore, Hall sensors are pervasive in

high power inverter applications (Appendix 11.4).

To show the prevalence of Hall sensors in inverters, we

investigate six industry-designed inverters (small to medium

range) and a large 100 kW inverter. All these inverters (Table 1

and Section 8) have similar functional blocks, and Hall effect

sensors are present in the measurement unit. This is because

inverters are optimized for efficiency and accuracy, but not

for security from this type of unconventional spoofing attack.

Table 1: Presence of Hall sensors in different inverters.
Manufacturer Inverter Series Sensor Power
Texas Instr. [35] TMDSOLARUINVKIT Hall 0.14 kW
Texas Instr.[36] TIDA-01606 Hall 10 kW
STMicro. [37] STEVAL-ISV003V1 Hall 0.25 kW
Microchip [38] Grid Connected Inverter Hall 0.215 kW
SMA[39] Sunny Boy Hall 5 kW
SOLAX [40] SL-TL5000T Hall 3 kW

4 Attack Model

Fig. 2 depicts our proposed attack model, which can affect

the availability of an inverter by spoofing Hall sensors. The

components of our attack model are described as follows:

Attacker’s Intent: The attacker wants to disrupt the normal

operation of a power system by spoofing an inverter noninva-

sively and wants to cause grid failures in a weak grid.

Attacker’s Capabilities: The attacker can surreptitiously

place a small box near the target inverter. This box contains a

powerful electromagnet integrated with an electronic spoofing

controller (i.e., Embedded Hall Spoofing Controller). This box

is small enough to be camouflaged within a small container,

such as flower vase, coffee cup. Placing the camouflaged at-

tack tool near the inverter requires a brief one-time access.

The box has wireless controls allowing for remote communi-

cation. Therefore, the attacker can remotely control the timing

of the attack and can pick a vulnerable time (e.g., at peak hour,

etc.) to impact the connected power grid. The authorities of

the target inverter may not be aware of this attack model and

would possibly neglect the security implications of any small

camouflaged box placed near an inverter.

Attacker’s Access Level: The access near the inverter

needed for the attack can be possible in at least three sce-

narios. First (most likely), a malicious employee or a guest,

who has access near the inverter, may place the camouflaged

attack tool near the inverter. An incident similar to this has
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Figure 2: Brief overview of the Hall spoofing attack methodology.

already been reported in past news [41]. A disgruntled ex-

employee of an electric utility in Texas posted a note in a

hacker journal indicating that his insider knowledge of the

system could be used to shut down that region’s power grid.

Moreover, solar plants are usually located in an isolated place

with less security [42]. Getting a brief one-time access near

the isolated solar plants may not be difficult. Staggs et al.

[42] demonstrated how easily an attacker can access a wind

plant in the middle of a remote field and can invasively place

an attack tool inside of the wind turbine. Our attack model

is stronger compared to [42] because of its noninvasive na-

ture. Second, the manufacturer may introduce the malicious

electromagnet with controllers inside of the solar inverter.

Third is interdiction, which has been rumored to be used in

the past [43, 44, 45, 46] and has been recently proven to be

feasible [47]. During interdiction, a competitor can intercept

the inverter during delivery or installation and may modify

the inverter by placing an electronic device inside and then

proceed with delivery or installation to the customer.

Stealthy Nature: The attacker can remotely perturb the

inverter by camouflaging the tiny attack tool and can choose

the timing of the attack to remain unidentified to maximize

the impact. Fig. 3 is an example that shows how the attacker

can place the camouflaged attack tool near the target inverter.

Camouflaged 

coffee cup

Grid-tied solar inverter

Camouflaged 

coffee cup

Grid-tied solar inverter

8.9 cm gap

Figure 3: Demonstration of access near a typical inverter.

Outcome of this Attack: The attacker may cause grid fail-

ures if the power grid is weak. And for weakly protected

systems, the attacker can fry the internal circuitry of the in-

verter itself. By spoofing the Hall sensor, the attacker can give

a false impression that the conditions required for synchro-

nization of the inverter with the grid have been achieved when

they have not. This improper grid synchronization may shut

down the inverter (Section 7.1). A micro-grid is a group of

interconnected loads and distributed energy resources, which

can operate in both grid-connected or island mode [13]. The

attacker can disconnect the micro-grid from the utility grid

at a random time or can prevent it from disconnecting even

when it is supposed to disconnect (e.g., in the case of an out-

age). The attacker can choose the timing of the attack and

can remotely shut down the inverter in peak hours to create

a shortage of real/reactive power with no prior notice to the

authority. This scenario can be significant in a weak grid and

a micro-grid. As the timing of the attack can be remotely con-

trolled, the attacker can cause a security breach by randomly

shutting down the local solar power supply of any important

organization, remote airport, army base, etc. The attacker can

prevent the inverter from starting and can cause a repetitive

shutdown. Simply pressing the restart button of the inverter

may not solve the problem until the attack tool is removed.

As this attack is stealthy, it can remain unidentified. This

trick, which may cause grid instability, can be used to ask for

ransom or to blackmail the utility.

Attacker’s Safety: As inverters handle high voltage, it is

unsafe for the attacker to invasively manipulate them. In this

sense, our attack model is safe for the attacker as it enables the

attacker to control the operation of the inverter noninvasively.

Attacker’s Resources: We assume that the attacker has do-

main knowledge of the inverter controllers with some high

school knowledge of electromagnetism.

Cost: The design cost of the Embedded Hall Spoofing Con-

troller and the electromagnet is less than $50. The electronic

parts are readily available from Amazon and Digikey.

5 Attack Model Design

This section explains how an attacker can design the attack

tool (i.e., Embedded Hall Spoofing Controller). This section

also mathematically models important basic blocks of an

inverter irrespective of the inverter size.

5.1 Embedded Hall Spoofing Controller

The Embedded Hall Spoofing Controller consists of an elec-

tromagnet, an Arduino Uno, few MOSFETs, a Zigbee RF

module, an Ultrasonic Sensor, and Energizer A23 Batteries.

A small (height 3.8 cm, radius 3.5 cm) but powerful electro-

magnet (WF-P80/38) is used as a source of magnetic field.

An electromagnet can also be built by winding wires around a

strong neodymium (NIB) magnet, which is easily found in a

computer hard disk [48]. An ultrasonic sensor (HC-SR04) is

interfaced with the Arduino board to measure the distance be-

tween the electromagnet and the inverter shield. This distance

helps to calculate the required strength of the Magneto-Motive

Force (MMF) to influence the Hall sensors and stops oversup-

ply of power to extend the battery lifetime. MMF measures
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Figure 4: The Embedded Hall Spoofing Controller.

the strength of the generated magnetic flux. A Metal Oxide

Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET), P7N20E

is used to toggle the electromagnet ON and OFF with vari-

able frequencies using a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

technique. This PWM helps to generate variable-frequency

electromagnetic flux and controls the power input to the elec-

tromagnet depending upon the attacker’s need and intention.

To protect the MOSFET from an inductive surge (due to the

switching of the large electromagnet), a free-wheeling diode

(U1620G) is connected across the electromagnet.

5.2 Controller Compromising Algorithm

The algorithm, which compromises the inverter controller,

runs on the Arduino Uno (Algorithm 1). It is computationally

inexpensive and may run on the Arduino for a long period

with the battery pack mentioned in Section 5.1. It controls the

ultrasonic sensor, Zigbee modules, and ADC, PWM, RX-TX

peripherals of the Arduino Uno. After initializing the neces-

sary modules and peripherals, the algorithm first checks for

battery voltage level to see whether it is above the threshold.

Otherwise, it returns ErrorCode after informing the attacker

about this issue through Zigbee. Then the distance from the

inverter is calculated using the ultrasonic module. If it is out-

side of the range, it notifies the attacker (ErrorCode) through

Zigbee. Otherwise, it activates the MOSFET switching block

and generates PWM frequency depending upon the attacker’s

need and intention for different attack scenarios. The attacker

can also enable adversarial control and provide duty-cycle

to the attack tool through the Zigbee. Depending upon the

provided duty-cycle (see Section 7.4), the PowerController

supplies the required amount of power to the electromag-

net. This algorithm also checks for MagnetCurrent, which

is flowing through the electromagnet. If it is less than the

required amount, the algorithm also notifies the attacker.

5.3 Modelling Grid-Tied Inverters

This section mathematically models the basic blocks of the

inverter controller. A grid-tied solar inverter can be single-

phase or three-phase. Fig. 5 shows the basic blocks of a three-

phase inverter. Let us denote the balanced abc-phase (phase

a, b, c) grid voltages by ea, eb, and ec, which are 1200 phase

apart. These abc-phase grid voltages may be represented by a

Algorithm 1: Solar Inverter Controller Compromising
Algorithm.

Input: Control variables:
{Attack_level,Adversarial_control,Duty_cycle}

Output: Pulse Width Modulation Frequency: PWM f req

1 n←: Timesteps
2 ADC_arduino,PWM_arduino,RX_T X_arduino← Initialize
3 Zigbee_module,Ultrasound_module← Initialize
4 for i← 1 to n do
5 batteryVoltage← ADC_Channel_1
6 if batteryVoltage <VoltageT hreshold then
7 Inform_attacker (battery_voltage_low)
8 return ErrorCode_BatteryVoltageLow

9 else
10 Inform_attacker (battery_voltage_sufficient)

11 ultrasound_setup← Activate
12 Distance←Ultrasound_Measurements
13 if Distance > Distance_threshold then
14 Inform_attacker (distance_threshold_exceed)
15 return ErrorCode_DistanceT hresholdExceed

16 PowerController← (Duty_cycle = 100%)
17 if Attack_Level =Constant_MMF then
18 Mos f etGate← PulledU p

19 else if Attack_Level = Pulsating_MMF_1Hz then
20 Mos f etGate← PulledU p
21 PWM f req← 1

22 else if Attack_Level = Pulsating_MMF_2Hz then
23 Mos f etGate← PulledU p
24 PWM f req← 2

25 else
26 Mos f etGate← PulledDown

27 if Adversarial_control = Enable then
28 PowerController← (Duty_cycle,Distance)
29 Inform_attacker (adversarial_control_enabled)

30 else
31 PowerController← (Duty_cycle = 100%)
32 Inform_attacker (adversarial_control_disabled)

33 MagnetCurrent← ADC_Channel_2
34 if MagnetCurrent <CurrentT hreshold then
35 Inform_attacker (battery_Charge_low)
36 return ErrorCode_BatteryChargeLow

grid voltage space vector ~Sabc as follows:

~Sabc(t) =





ea

eb

ec



=





E cosω t

E cos(ω t−1200)
E cos(ω t +1200)



 (2)

where E is the amplitude and ω is the angular frequency of

the grid voltage. Terms ea, eb, and ec are sensed by three Hall

effect voltage sensors (we name these as grid sensors) and

then are sampled by the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) unit.

The abc-to-dq Transformation Block: This block trans-

forms abc-phase grid voltage ~Sabc into direct-quadrature (dq)

axis components, which are direct current (DC) quantities.

This transformation facilitates the designing of a simple con-

troller, such as the Proportional-Integral (PI) controller, in DC

domain [49]. We know the axis of the rotor flux of a rotat-

ing machine is known as direct (d) axis, and the quadrature

(q) axis lags d axis by 90o. The abc-to-dq transformation is

done in two steps: a Clarke Matrix (CM) transforms ~Sabc into

alpha-beta component vector ~Sαβ (eα and eβ), and a Park

Matrix (PM) transforms ~Sαβ into dq component vector ~Sdq

(ed and eq). The term ~Sdq can be given by (Appendix 11.5):
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~Sdq =

[

ed

eq

]

=

[√

3
2 E

0

]

(3)

where ed and eq are the d and q axis components of the abc-

phase grid voltages, respectively and they are DC quantities.

Please note that eq = 0 for balanced grid voltage.

Let us denote the three-phase inverter output voltages

[ua,ub,uc] and output currents [ia, ib, ic] as vectors ~Uabc and
~Iabc, respectively. The inverter output current~Iabc is similarly

sensed and sampled by three Hall effect current sensors (we

name these as grid sensors) and the DSP unit, respectively.
~Uabc and ~Iabc vectors are also sinusoidal quantities, and

they are converted into their dq axis components using a

Clarke and a Park matrix. Let us denote ~Udq and ~Idq as the

dq transformations of ~Uabc and ~Iabc, respectively. The term
~Udq comprises ud and uq where ud and uq are the d and q axis

components of ~Uabc. The term~Idq similarly comprises id and

iq where id and iq are the d and q axis components of~Iabc.

A loop filter with inductance L is present between ~Sabc and
~Uabc for signal smoothing. The relation between~Sabc and ~Uabc

can be simplified using their dq axis components (ed ,eq and

ud ,uq) and finally can be expressed as (Appendix 11.6):

ud = ed +L
did

dt
−ωLiq (4)

uq = L
diq

dt
+ωLid (5)

Generation of Reference Currents (i∗d , i∗q): Two reference

points, which are i∗d and i∗q, control the real and reactive power

set points of the inverter. The solar panel output voltage VT

and current IT are sensed by two separate Hall voltage and

current sensors (we name these as solar panel sensors). VT

and IT are given as inputs to a Maximum Power Point Track-

ing (MPPT) block that generates reference point i∗d to track the

maximum available real power from the panel. The other ref-

erence point i∗q is generated from the reference reactive power

Q∗, which is provided by the facility’s energy management

systems using a Wide/Local Area Network [50].

Proportional-Integral (PI) Current Controllers: Two sep-

arate PI current controllers force the dq axis components id
and iq to track the reference set points i∗d and i∗q. This tracking

generates fractional DC voltages u
p
d and u

p
q as follows:

u
p
d = Kp(i

∗
d− id)+Ki

∫
(i∗d− id) (6)

up
q = Kp(i

∗
q− iq)+Ki

∫
(i∗q− iq) (7)

where Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral constants

of the PI controllers. The term i∗d is related with real power

and i∗q is related with reactive power. By tracking these two

quantities, PI controllers control the correct injection of real

and reactive power into the grid (Eqn. 6, 7).

Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) Block:

The SVPWM block, which generates appropriate pulse width
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Figure 5: Typical controllers inside of a 3-phase inverter.

modulated signals, controls the MOSFET switches and gener-

ates appropriate 3-phase inverter output voltages ua, ub, and

uc. The SVPWM block uses two reference signals u∗d and u∗q,

which are generated by putting Eqn. 6, 7 into Eqn. 4, 5:

u∗d = ed +u
p
d −ωLiq (8)

u∗q = up
q +ωLid (9)

Note that, the reference voltages u∗d and u∗q depend on ref-

erence currents i∗d and i∗q, dq components of grid currents id
and iq, angular frequency ω, and filter inductance L.

Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Block: PLL synchronizes the

inverter output frequency with the grid frequency by imple-

menting the following equation [51]:
[

ed

eq

]

=

[

cosθ∗ sinθ∗

−sinθ∗ cosθ∗

][

eα

eβ

]

= k

[

cos(θ−θ∗)
sin(θ−θ∗)

]

(10)

where k is a constant, θ and θ∗ are the instantaneous phase

angles (i.e., frequency) of the grid and inverter output voltage,

respectively. The PI controller of the PLL tries to equal eq with

e∗q. Therefore, if the reference value e∗q is set to 0 (generated

internally), eq in Eqn. 10 will be also close to 0. This causes

sin(θ−θ∗) = 0 (i.e., θ = θ∗) in Eqn. 10. This results in grid-

synchronization, because the inverter output voltage ~Uabc has

the same phase (i.e., θ = θ∗) as the grid voltage ~Sabc.

Single Phase Grid Controllers: A single-phase grid-tied in-

verter has similar blocks as the three-phase, except it does not

have Clarke matrix transformation, but it uses Phase Shifters.

As it has a similar controller, an adversary can similarly affect

it using the same attack methodology.

6 Experimental Setup

6.1 A Scaled-Down Testbed of a Power Grid

To avoid safety concerns related to high voltage and high

power experiments, we have created a scaled-down version

of a real grid in our lab (Fig. 6) to validate our attack model.

A 140 W grid-tied inverter kit (part# = TMDSOLARUIN-

VKIT) from Texas Instruments Inc. is used. This is a scaled-

down version of a practical solar inverter. This inverter has

a Piccolo-B control card (C2000 microcontroller) that im-

plements all the controller blocks (e.g., PLL, Park & Clarke

transformations, PI controllers, MPPT, SVPWM, etc.). The

supported software kit is downloaded from ControlSUITE,
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then compiled using Code Composer Studio 9.1.0 IDE, and

then flashed into the solar inverter kit. The Solar panel is em-

ulated by a DC Power source (Part# = PSB 2400L2). An iso-

lated and stable grid is created using another inverter (Part# =

BESTEK) with a 300 W load. The 140 W target solar inverter

is connected with this stable grid to emulate a weak grid. Os-

cilloscopes (Part# = Tektronix TDS2022C) with differential

probes (Part# = Yokogawa 700924 Probe 1400V / 100 MHz)

and multimeters are used to measure the inverter output volt-

age, current, and power before and after the attack. In order

to assist the understanding for readers, attack demonstration

and results are shown in a video in the following link: https:

//sites.google.com/view/usenix-spoofing/home
Camouflaged attack tool 

placed 8cm away from 

the inverter

Grid-tied solar 

inverter with a 

steel shield

Solar panel 

emulator

Power inverter for grid emulation

Small-scaled  

grid load

Figure 6: A scaled-down testbed of a power grid.

6.2 Feasibility Analysis of the Attack

The feasibility of this attack methodology depends upon the

following three key factors: (i) The location of the Hall sen-

sors, (ii) The barrier and EM shielding around the inverter,

and (iii) The amount of MMF required to overcome the barrier

and influence the Hall sensors.

As Hall sensors measure the voltage/current, they normally

are placed nearby where the solar panel and the grid voltage

cables enter the inverter board. Therefore, the PV Connection

side and the Grid Connection side are two suitable locations

to place the camouflaged attack tool near the inverter (Fig. 7).

The Hall sensors are within 4 cm from the board edge for our

experimental inverter. This information regarding the location

of the Hall sensors is essential to optimal placement of the

attack tool and thus maximizing the attack’s impact.

The generated MMF by the electromagnet should be strong

enough to overcome the following two barriers: (i) The air

gap between the body of the inverter and the electromagnet,

and (ii) The metallic shield around the inverter.

Most of the generated MMF is used to overcome the air gap

barrier because air has a very high magnetic reluctance. The

more the air gap (the distance between the inverter and the

electromagnet) is, the more MMF is required to overcome the

distance. After penetrating the air, the remaining MMF is used

to penetrate the shield around the solar inverter. If the shield

is non-magnetic (e.g., aluminum, tin, brass, stainless steel,

etc.) or non-metallic (e.g., plastic, polycarbonate, etc.), the

remaining MMF can easily penetrate the shield. If the shield

is made of ferromagnets (e.g., steel, etc.), the remaining MMF

should be strong enough to saturate the ferromagnetic shield,

so that its magnetic shielding property gets diminished [52].

For example, 0.6 Tesla magnetic flux density is sufficient to

saturate steel shield [53].

Is it possible to generate that much MMF by our Em-

bedded Hall Spoofing Controller? We discuss some compar-

ative numbers here to answer this question. It is possible to

make a 0.1 Tesla to 2 Tesla powerful lab magnet with 500-

9000 turns on an iron core [54]. A coin-sized neodymium

magnet has 0.5-1.25 Tesla [55] and a typical loudspeaker mag-

net has 1-2.4 Tesla [56] magnetic strength. Our experimental

electromagnet has approx. ∼4000 turns that can generate up

to 0.8 Tesla with the mentioned battery pack. This is suffi-

cient to spoof the Hall sensors of an inverter from at most 10

cm distance. Here we consider a steel shield around the in-

verter. By investing more money (>$50) on the magnetic core

(e.g., neodymium–iron–boron (Nd2Fe14B) rare earth magnet

[55]), we can shrink the size of the electromagnet and make

it stronger to spoof from 10+ cm distance.
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Figure 7: Typical locations of Hall sensors inside an inverter.

7 Attack Model Validation

In this section we validate our proposed attack model, which

is explained in Section 4, in our lab testbed for 5 different

scenarios. We also explain how the attack propagates from the

sensor to the inverter controller by using suitable equations.

It is clear from Section 5.3 that grid voltage~Sabc can control

the inverter output voltage ~Uabc (Eqn. 8, 9) and phase angle

θ (Eqn. 10); inverter output voltage ~Uabc and real power P

depend on output current ~Iabc (Eqn. 8, 9), solar panel voltage

VT , and current CT ; and inverter reactive power Q depends on

output current ~Iabc and reference i∗q. The above dependency

information is important from the attacker’s perspective and

can be formulated mathematically as follows:

θ = f (~Sabc); ~Uabc = f (~Sabc,~Iabc,VT , IT )

P = f (~Iabc,VT , IT ); Q = f (~Iabc, i
∗
q)

(11)

where f (.) is the function notation.

7.1 Attacking Grid Synchronization

Two conditions must be satisfied to synchronize the inverter

with the grid [33]: (i) inverter output voltage ~Uabc must be

slightly higher than the grid voltage ~Sabc, and (ii) inverter

voltage phase θ must be same as the grid voltage phase.
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Figure 8: Aligning and opposing spoofing into Hall sensors.

Scenario 1: Let us assume the attacker spoofs only the grid

voltage (~Sabc) sensors with a constant ±MMF (aligning and

opposing polarity). Therefore, the attacker considers injecting

magnetic field ±∆B into the Hall grid voltage sensors. The

term +∆B means that the applied +MMF aligns vertically in

the same direction of the Hall sensor measurement axis, and

−∆B means that the applied -MMF aligns vertically in the

opposite direction of the Hall sensor measurement axis (Fig.

8). An injection of ±∆B results in a false Hall voltage V
f

Hall ;

therefore Eqn. 1 may be expressed as follows:

V
f

Hall = k{ Ibias

d
× (B±∆B)} (12)

V
f

Hall causes injection of false voltages, which include

±∆Ea,±∆Eb, and ±∆Ec (± for ±MMF), into grid voltage

vector ~Sabc. Therefore, Eqn. 2 is changed as follows:

~S
f alse
abc (t) =





ea±∆Ea

eb±∆Eb

ec±∆Ec



 (13)

where ±∆Ea,±∆Eb, and ±∆Ec may be different from each

other. The low-pass filter of the DSP unit cannot filter out

these false voltages. So,~S
f alse
abc propagates to the following abc-

to-dq transformation block. This affects Eqn. 3 as follows:

~S
f alse
dq =

[

ed

eq

]

=

[√

3
2 E

0

]

±PM×
[

∆eα

∆eβ

]

(14)

where PM×
[

∆eα

∆eβ

]

is a time-varying quantity. Terms ∆eα

and ∆eβ are the errors propagating from the Clarke matrix

transformation block. Therefore, ~S
f alse
dq is no longer stable,

and as a result, ed and eq change with time (i.e., eq 6= 0). This

influences the Right-Hand Side (R.H.S) of Eqn. 8 and 9. As a

result, reference voltages u∗d and u∗q are perturbed. This will

force SVPWM to create a false inverter output voltage vector
~U

f alse
abc . It is possible to generate a larger or smaller ~U

f alse
abc than

allowed. A larger ~U
f alse

abc than the grid voltage ~Sabc can cause

high transient current to be pushed into the grid. If ~U
f alse

abc is

smaller than ~Sabc, the inverter acts as a load and current flows

into the inverter from the grid. Both cases can shut down the

inverter or may damage the inverter by frying the electronics.

Scenario 2: Let us assume the attacker spoofs only the grid

current (~Iabc) sensors with a constant ±MMF. An injection of

±MMF results in a false Hall voltage V
f

Hall , which causes an

injection of ±∆Ia,±∆Ib,±∆Ic measurement errors into~Iabc.

This causes a false output current~I
f alse

abc . The low-pass filter of

∆ V= + 39.4 V 

for spoofing 

with +mmf

∆ V= - 39.4 V 

for spoofing 

with - mmf

Figure 9: Spoofing grid-tied inverter output voltage.

the DSP unit cannot filter out this false signal. This propagates

to the following abc-to-dq transformation block and creates a

false current~I
f alse

dq . This affects Eqn. 6 and 7 as follows:

u
f
d = Kp(i

∗
d− i

f alse
d )+Ki

∫
(i∗d− i

f alse
d ) (15)

u f
q = Kp(i

∗
q− i f alse

q )+Ki

∫
(i∗q− i f alse

q ) (16)

Generated false voltages u
f
d and u

f
q influence the R.H.S of

Eqn. 8 and 9. As a result, reference voltages u∗d and u∗q are

perturbed. This will force SVPWM to create false inverter

output voltage vector ~U
f alse

abc . Similar to the consequences in

Scenario 1, this may shut down the inverter.

The attack Scenario 2 is demonstrated in our testbed by

spoofing a grid current sensor using 0.8 Tesla from a 7.8 cm

distance (Fig. 9). The attacker causes an increase in the in-

verter output voltage from -125 V to -85.6 V (∆V = + 31.52%)

by +MMF spoofing and causes a decrease from +125 V to

+85.6 V (∆V = - 31.52%) by -MMF spoofing. This creates a

sudden mismatch between the inverter output voltage and the

grid voltage. This mismatch forces the inverter to shut down.

Out of Phase with 

lower frequency 

(<10Hz) 

Completely 

Distorted 

wave

Figure 10: Spoofing grid-tied inverter output frequency.

Scenario 3: Let us assume the attacker spoofs only the grid

voltage (~Sabc) sensors with a sinusoidal MMF (note that the

last two scenarios are for constant MMF). An injection of a

sinusoidal MMF results in a false Hall voltage V
f

Hall(t), which

causes an injection of ∆Ea(t), ∆Eb(t), ∆Ec(t) measurement

errors into ~Sabc. Therefore, Eqn. 2 is changed as follows:

~S
f alse
abc (t) =





ea +∆Ea(t)
eb +∆Eb(t)
ec +∆Ec(t



=







E
f
1a cos(ω t +θ f

a)

E
f
2a cos(ω t +θ

f
b)

E
f
3a cos(ω t +θ f

c )






(17)
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where E
f
1a, E

f
2a, E

f
3a and θ f

a , θ
f
b , θ f

c are false amplitudes and

phase angles, respectively. Thus ~S
f alse
abc has different phase

angles and amplitudes than ~Sabc. The low-pass filter of the

DSP unit cannot filter out this injected low frequency (< 2Hz)

error, and the error propagates to the following PLL block of

the controller. Hence, the R.H.S of the Eqn. 10 is given by:
[

ed

eq

]

=

[

cosθ∗ sinθ∗

−sinθ∗ cosθ∗

]

[

e
f
α

e
f

β

]

= k

[

cos(θ f −θ∗)
sin(θ f −θ∗)

]

(18)

where e
f
α and e

f

β
are propagated errors that cause false phase

angle θ f of the grid voltage. The PLL of the inverter tries to

lock with the attacker provided phase angle θ f (i.e., θ∗ = θ f

). This causes a frequency mismatch between the grid and the

inverter voltage. This frequency mismatch causes frequency

oscillations and may cause grid failures in weak grids.

The attack Scenario 3 is demonstrated in our testbed and

the outcome is shown in Fig. 10. The attacker injects 0.8 Tesla

magnetic pulse (1Hz) from a 7.8 cm distance into the grid volt-

age sensors. This causes the inverter output frequency to go

out of phase. The output voltage shape is completely distorted

when the attack tool is placed within 1 cm of the inverter

(extreme scenario). Fig. 11 shows the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) analysis of the inverter output voltage. The frequency

spectrum reveals the strong presence of low-frequency compo-

nents (<10Hz) and indicates that low frequency (1Hz) power

is 3.16x (-6dB to -11dB) more than the fundamental frequency

(60Hz) power during the attack. This distorted output wave

shuts down the inverter, and blackout occurs in the testbed.

7.2 False Real/Reactive Power Injection

The attacker can attack~Iabc, VT , or IT sensor depending upon

his resources to perturb the real power or reactive power injec-

tion (Eqn. 11). Note that, three current sensors are placed in

the AC section of the inverter to measure~Iabc, and one voltage

sensor and one current sensor are placed in the DC section of

the inverter (note that we name these as solar panel sensors)

to measure the solar voltage VT or the current IT .

Scenario 4: Let us assume the attacker wants to perform

a real power injection attack; therefore, the attacker considers

attacking either VT or IT sensor by spoofing with a constant

Injected Low frequency (1Hz) harmonics 

power is 3.16x (-6dB →-11dB) times greater 

than fundamental frequency (60Hz) power 

500x increase of 2
nd

 

harmonics (-65dB --> -38dB)

Low harmonics present 

with significant power

Figure 11: The frequency spectrum of the inverter output
voltage before and after the attack Scenario 3.

MMF (a.k.a. exerting external ∆B). This may create a false

Hall voltage V
f

Hall . The false V
f

Hall causes a false solar panel

voltage V
f

T or a current I
f

T as follows:

V
f

T =VT +∆VT and I
f

T = IT +∆IT (19)

where ∆VT or ∆IT are due to the attacker’s false MMF injec-

tion into the sensor. This false signal V
f

T or I
f

T is fed into the

MPPT algorithm. Several algorithms [57], such as Perturb

and Observe, Incremental Conductance, Parasitic Capacitance,

and Constant Voltage are used as MPPT algorithms and none

of these can filter out the injected error ∆VT /∆IT . As a conse-

quence, the MPPT block generates a false reference current

i
∗ f
d . The PI current controller (Section 5) tracks (Eqn. 6) the

false i
∗ f
d and generates false u

f
d as follows:

u
f
d = Kp(i

∗ f
d − id)+Ki

∫
(i
∗ f
d − id) (20)

u
f
d can change the input reference voltage of the SVPWM

(Eqn. 8, 9) causing more or less injection of real power than

required into the grid. This phenomenon may alter the demand

response of the grid and can be critical in a weak grid. The

results of this scenario are discussed in detail in Section 7.3.

Scenario 5: Let us assume the attacker wants to perform a

reactive power injection attack; therefore, the attacker consid-

ers attacking the~Iabc sensors (Eqn. 11). The attacker can use

pulsating square (⊓) MMF (as a square wave generation is

easier than the sine wave generation) to spoof the~Iabc sensors.

It creates pulsating perturbation ∆I⊓(t) with frequency ω⊓,

which may be expressed as: ∆I⊓(t) = sgn(sin(ω⊓t)), where

sgn is the signum function. The pulsating error ∆I⊓(t) may

cause pulsating voltage V
f⊓

Hall(t) (Eqn. 12). This false V
f⊓

Hall(t)
results in an injection of pulsating ∆Ia⊓(t), ∆Ib⊓(t), ∆Ic⊓(t)
measurement errors into~Iabc as follows:

~I
f alse

abc (t) =





I cosω t + sgn(sin(ω⊓ t))
I cos(ω t−1200)+ sgn(sin(ω⊓ t))
I cos(ω t +1200)+ sgn(sin(ω⊓ t))



 (21)

The pulsating false current~I
f alse

abc (t) creates a pulsating q-

axis current i⊓q after the abc-to-dq transformation (Section 5).

PI current controller cannot properly track the i∗q due to the

pulsating nature of i⊓q . As a result, a pulsating error voltage

is produced (Eqn. 7) that causes a pulsating push of reactive

power into the grid. This may cause fluctuation in the grid

voltage. And for a weak grid scenario, this fluctuation for a

long time may be detrimental for the grid health. As our setup

does not have reactive power injection capability, we have

shown the impacts of this scenario via simulation using a

commercially used software Etap (Section 8.2).

7.3 Attack-Impact with Spoofing-Distance

Fig. 12 shows the impact of the attack scenarios for differ-

ent spoofing-distances for 0.8 Tesla magnetic field. Here,

spoofing-distance means the distance between the electromag-

net and the sensor. Note that attack scenarios 1, 2, 3 are created

by spoofing the grid voltage/current sensors, and scenario 4
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Figure 12: Attack effects with different spoofing-distance.

is created by spoofing the solar panel voltage/current sensors.

For scenarios 2 and 3, 40.17% output voltage variation and

26.3% Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in output frequency

are noted, respectively, for 7.5 cm of spoofing-distance. The

THD value refers to the magnitude of harmonics (i.e., due to

injected errors) present in the frequency. The inverter is shut

down if the spoofing-distance is less than 7 cm for scenarios

2 and 3. This is shown as a flat line (100% variation) in Fig.

12. For attack scenario 4, real power injection increases from

45 W to 155 W (240% increase) for +MMF spoofing, and the

inverter is shut down for -MMF spoofing for 1cm spoofing-

distance. The attack impact prevails up to 10 cm for scenarios

2, 3 and up to 8 cm for scenario 4 in our experimental setup.

Note that MMF follows the inverse square law with distance

(MMF ∝ 1/distance2). However, inverter power, voltage, and

frequency may not change by following the inverse square

law. The reason for this is that the relevant controllers are non-

linear and they may add higher order poles and zeros. Fig. 12

supports this claim. It shows that real power, voltage, and fre-

quency change in inverse of higher order (greater than inverse

square) with distance. Moreover, voltage and frequency vary

significantly compared to power. This indicates that voltage

and frequency are more sensitive than power to distance.

7.4 Controlling Inverter Voltage and Power

The generated MMF from the electromagnet depends upon

power, and this power is supplied by the battery pack. The

attacker can remotely send adversarial commands (i.e., duty-

cycle) using the Zigbee to control the input power to the

electromagnet (i.e., spoofing-power). The Embedded Hall

Spoofing Controller can vary the spoofing-power according

to the received adversarial command. This results in varying

MMF exerted to the inverter. As our attack model is noninva-

sive, the direct feedback from the compromised Hall sensor

to the Embedded Hall spoofing Controller is absent. Rather,

the ultrasonic sensor provides specific information about the

distance between the inverter and the attack tool. This infor-

mation acts as a weak feedback to control the spoofing-power

and this can be utilized to control the inverter voltage and

power from a specific distance.

Duty-Cycle Variation: The spoofing-power can be con-

trolled from a specific distance by using a PWM technique.

PWM is used to vary the duty-cycle (i.e., active/on-time) of

the relevant MOSFET. Fig. 13 shows that by varying the duty-

cycle of a signal of 100Hz from 0% to 100%, the attacker can

change the power input to the electromagnet from 0 W to 50

W and can control the output voltage and the real power of

the inverter (Eqn. 12, 15, 16, and 20 give more insights). This

experiment is conducted by placing the electromagnet 5 cm

away from the sensors. When the magnetic field is applied to

grid sensors, the output voltage of the inverter changes in sub-

linear fashion from 0% to 34%, up to 32 W of input power to

the electromagnet. The inverter stops working after this point,

and this is shown as a flat line (100% variation). When the

magnetic field is applied to solar panel sensors, the real power

output of the inverter changes in sub-linear fashion from 0%

to 38%, up to 50 W of input power to the electromagnet. The

battery pack can provide this amount of power as this power

is required only for a few seconds. Fig. 13 shows that the 35

W power applied to grid sensors may turn off the inverter, but

the same power applied to solar panel sensors may not do the

same. This indicates that the inverter is more sensitive to its

grid voltage variation than its real power variation.

Inverter Stopped 

after +MMF 

spoofing on grid 

sensor 

Adversarial control 

over output voltage 

using electromagnetic 

power 

Adversarial control 

over output real 

power using 

electromagnetic 

power 

Figure 13: Attack effects with different spoofing-power.

8 Attack Evaluation in a Practical Grid

In Section 7, different attack scenarios are demonstrated using

a 140 W inverter in our testbed. However, in this section, an

industry used software, the Electrical Power System Analysis

& Operation Software Etap 19.0.1, is used to show the im-

pacts and the consequences of the previously explained attack

scenarios in the context of a large grid.

The IEEE 13 bus test grid is used to model a medium-sized

isolated grid with 2.3 MW and 1.536 MVar distributed loads

(typical size of a substation/micro-grid representing approx.∼
150 houses) to demonstrate the attack consequences (Fig. 14).

The test grid has five distributed generators and a lumped solar

inverter. The generators and the inverter have ranges of 1000

MW, 500 kW, and 100 kW generation rating. Let us assume

that the attacker has chosen the comparatively small 100 kW

inverter (Gen 5) to show how attacking a small generation

could eventually collapse the entire grid. It is important to

note that a single inverter can bring down the entire network

if the grid is weak, the inverter size is large compared to other
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Figure 14: IEEE 13 bus model simulation in Etap to demonstrate the attack impacts in a large system.

generators, or the grid does not have the inertia to compensate

for the sudden load change. Usually, residential inverters (0.1

kW-10 kW) are too small to bring down the entire network.

Rather, in this section, we address the impact of compromising

a larger inverter (e.g., 100 kW) in detail.

Grid Current 
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P), 3.8cm from 

the side edge

Circulating Current 
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4cm from the side 

edge
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side edge

1.8cm 

from the 

side edge

Figure 15: Feasibility analysis of using a 100 kW inverter.

Feasibility Analysis of using a 100 kW Inverter: Large

inverters (e.g., 100 kW) normally exist as the central inverter

in solar/industrial plants or shopping malls. To the best of our

knowledge [58, 59, 60], the inverters have abc-to-dq trans-

formation blocks, PI controllers, PLLs, MPPT, SVPWM in

common, irrespective of their sizes (see Section 5.3). These

high power central inverters are normally connected with high

voltage DC (> 600V) and AC (∼480V) lines, and overall good

efficiency (>98%) is a critical requirement of these inverters.

To increase efficiency, they are designed as an iron-core trans-

formerless system. However, this way of design increases

the injection of DC voltage/current and circulating current

into the grid. These injections of unwanted signals can cause

overloading in the distribution transformer. Therefore, tight

control is necessary to overcome these shortcomings, and ac-

curate measurement is the key to obtaining this control. Thus,

designers commonly use Hall sensors because of their lower

measurement error, better linearity, higher efficiency, and bet-

ter galvanic isolation. Hall sensors are used to find DC current

injection and measure ground leakage current and circulating

current in the inverter’s power stage [58] [61]. Fig. 15 is a tear-

down of a 100 kW inverter, which is obtained by contacting

the designers of the relevant inverter [58]. This figure clearly

shows the presence of Hall voltage and current sensors inside

of it and gives a strong insight of using a 100 kW inverter in

our simulation. The PV and grid voltage sensors are LV 25-P,

and the leakage current sensors are CT 0.4-P, the circulating

current sensors are HO-6P, and the grid current sensors are

LA 100-TP. These sensors are present within 4.2 cm from the

edge, therefore, these sensors are within the attack range. The

enclosures of these inverters are made of steel, aluminum, or

non-metallic poly-carbonate. Metallic enclosures often get

hot due to sunlight, and it is detrimental for the inverter. There-

fore, manufacturers prefer non-metallic poly-carbonate [62]

as an enclosure, which is heat-resistant but more fragile to

our attack model. As we can’t access a high voltage inverter

for safety reasons, our experiments use the miniature inverter

having core functionalities similar to an industry-standard

inverter. It is clear from Table 1 and the above discussion that

highly efficient small, medium, and large grid-tied inverters

have Hall sensors. This gives a strong intuition behind the

generalization of our attack model.

Continuous decay of 

frequency and voltage 

indicating grid blakcout

Attack happens at

 2 sec time stamp

Figure 16: Grid voltage and frequency instability in IEEE 13
bus model after the grid synchronization attack.

8.1 Grid Synchronization Attack Evaluation

Inverters are typically connected with the power grid using

protective relays at the point-of-interface (POI). These pro-

tective relays have under/over frequency, rate of change of

frequency , under/over voltage detection schemes. If the fre-

quency/voltage changes fast or goes beyond the threshold set

by the standard (e.g., IEEE 1547, IEEE 2030), the relays trip

out the corresponding inverters/loads from the POI.

The attacker can perturb output voltage, phase, and fre-

quency of the 100 kW (Gen 5) target inverter by using our

attack model (Scenario 1, 2, 3 of Section 7). This can lead to

any of the following consequences: the inverter can be dam-

aged, it can be shut down, or connected protective relays can
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trip it out from the connected grid. Any of these consequences

can result in a sudden loss of 100 kW power from the grid.

Explanation of Cascading Grid Collapse [63]: The grid

power generation should be equal to the sum of power con-

sumption and loss. This balance needs to be maintained for a

stable grid health. As the 100 kW inverter stops working with-

out prior notice, anticipation, or preparation, it will shift its

100 kW load to nearby generators. Those nearby generators

will be overloaded and will shift their loads onto other gener-

ators in a cascading manner in a very short time, eventually

causing grid collapse. This effect can be extreme during peak

hours when the generators are already running at maximum

capacity and may be unable to compensate for this 100 kW

sudden mismatch between generation and demand. Moreover,

when the 100 kW inverter stops working, the adjacent genera-

tor’s governor set point is also changed to push kinetic energy

into the grid to catch up with this power disparity. When gen-

erators adjust their governors, power system frequency falls

and blackout is required in the affected part to preserve the

power system. Due to the grid weakening, this frequency fluc-

tuation is an important issue, and the attacker can leverage

this vulnerability by using our attack model.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 16 by simulating in Etap 19.0.1.

The simulation is run for a 10-second window. The attacker

attacks the inverter at t = 2 second. After this point, the grid

voltage and frequency start continuously decaying and fall to

97% of the rated values within 8 sec. IEEE 1547 standard [64]

indicates that the grid will shut down as the grid frequency is

out of this range: 59.3 Hz < frequency < 60.5 Hz. This may

result in a blackout in the region.

Grid voltage level 

falls to 15% of the 

rated voltage 

Grid frequency level 

falls to 68% of the rated 

frequency 

Attack 

happens 

Figure 17: Impact of false real and reactive power injection.

8.2 Real and Reactive Power Injection Attack

Section 7.4 explains that the attacker can force the inverter

to inject more or less real/reactive power into the grid by

duty-cycle variation. Let us consider a scenario where the

grid is balanced (i.e., generation = consumption) and the 100

kW inverter (Gen 5) is running in under-rated condition (i.e.,

sending less power into the grid than the rated maximum

amount). Suddenly, the inverter (Gen 5) is compromised and

pushes excess real/reactive power into the grid because of

+MMF spoofing. This sudden push of power (i.e., adversarial

control) forces the other nearby generators to regulate their

own governor set-points to absorb the excess power. As fre-

quency and voltage depend on the set-points of the governors,

the sudden swing of the governors can cause temporary grid

voltage and frequency dip. This scenario is shown in Fig. 17.

The adversary attacks the inverter at t = 2 second by injecting

real/reactive power. This injection causes frequency to fall to

68% and voltage to fall to 15% of the rated value. The attacker

can also force the inverter to push less power than the inverter

set-point by -MMF spoofing (Section 7). If the attacker keeps

injecting more/less power into the grid in a periodic fashion

(Scenario 5), the nearby generators will continuously change

their governor set-points and this may create oscillations in

grid voltage and frequency. This can cause transient instabil-

ity and may result in a blackout in the region because of the

reasons already described in Section 8.1.
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Figure 18: Frequency instability in a weak micro-grid.

8.3 Attacking Utility Connected Micro-Grid

Section 8.1 and Section 8.2 show the impacts of our attack on

an isolated grid. Let us consider a scenario where this isolated

grid is connected with the utility grid forming a medium-

sized micro-grid. Normally, a utility grid having rotational

generators is considered as a strong grid, and any grid (i.e., the

micro-grid) connected with this strong grid is also considered

as strong. A small amount of power and frequency fluctuation

in the micro-grid can be absorbed by the connected strong

utility grid. However, a micro-grid becomes weaker as its

distance from the utility grid increases. A long transmission

line acts as a large impedance between the micro-grid and the

utility grid. Voltage/frequency fluctuation in the micro-grid

cannot ride through to the utility grid because of this large

impedance. As a result, disparities in the micro-grid may not

be absorbed by the connected strong utility grid. In large

countries like the U.S.A. or China, this far away micro-grid

can be easily found (e.g., Borrego Springs, 90 miles east of

San-Diego [65]; 6.8 GW Gansu province wind farm project,

1000 miles from the industrial east coast in China [66]; Blue

Lake Rancheria, 300 miles north of San Francisco [67], etc.).

Etap 19.0.1 simulation in Fig. 18 shows that if the trans-

mission line length between the utility and the micro-grid

increases, the micro-grid becomes weaker. Scenario 1, 2, 3,

4 can cause the grid frequency to drop in our IEEE 13 Bus

model if the transmission line length is more than 100 km
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(i.e., micro-grid is 100 km away from the utility grid). If the

distance is less, the micro-grid remains strong and a negligible

frequency fluctuation can be present after the attack.

9 Defense and Limitations

9.1 Defense

The defense against this type of unconventional attack should

consider the following four practices together:

Sensing Presence of External Magnetic Field: The first

practice is to put a magnetic flux sensor as a guard near the

Hall voltage/current sensor device to measure the presence of

an external magnetic field. This idea is similar to the presence

of a temperature sensor near a MOSFET to shut it down at a

higher temperature. Most high power devices use this method

to protect a MOSFET from over temperature. Sensing of a

high external magnetic field by the guard magnetic sensor

can be used to relay the information to the operator about

the possible attack situation. It is noteworthy that this guard

sensor has a very low chance of getting influenced by the

external magnetic field generated by a nearby current-carrying

conductor as this magnetic field is very low. For example, a

500 A current-carrying conductor in the power system can

generate only 1 mT at 10 cm distance [68], and the attacker’s

external magnetic field is much greater (> 0.8 T) than this.

Therefore, the additional magnetic sensor can safely separate

the attacker’s high spoofing magnetic field from the magnetic

field usually present in the power grid.

Secured Surrounding Environment: The second practice

is to prevent any visitor or unauthorized personnel from go-

ing near the grid-tied solar inverter. Any unauthorized object

found near the inverter should be considered as a security

breach. Furthermore, any authorized electronic device, which

has magnetic capabilities placed near the inverter, should be

carefully examined. However, this countermeasure alone may

fail in a few scenarios that involve large countries where solar

plants are usually found in an isolated place with less security.

Staggs et al. [42] demonstrated how easily this countermea-

sure can be defeated and an attacker can access a wind plant

in the middle of a remote field.

Shielding: Shields redirect the magnetic fields from sen-

sitive devices. Presence of multiple lamination layers in the

shield can increase the robustness against the strong magnetic

field. High saturation magnetic flux density material (HB),

non-magnetic material (NM) and amorphous alloy material

(AM) can be used as lamination layers of the shield [69]. Alu-

minum and poly-carbonates are not good for shielding and

should never be used. The thickness of the shields also mat-

ters. We have increased the thickness of the shield from 2mm

to 4 mm and the impact of the attack is reduced by approx.

40%. The thickness of the shield can also increase the weight

making it more inconvenient. Alloys, such as CO-NETIC-

AA, NETIC S3-6, and MuMETAL, can be used as shields

[70] but they are costlier. However, we must remember that

having only a good shield is not enough, as any shield can be

compromised with a stronger magnetic field.

Robust Sensors: Differential Hall effect sensors can be

used because they are robust to external common-mode mag-

netic interference. The differential Hall effect sensor has two

Hall elements, which are closely placed together to cancel out

common-mode noises [71]. Sensor-shielding can be added to

the Hall sensor to make it insensitive to a small external mag-

netic field (< ∼ 30mT) [72]. Moreover, a field concentrator

can be added to a Hall sensor to make it robust to an external

magnetic field. However, a field concentrator causes magnetic

hysteresis, which introduces an additional source of error in

the measurement [72].

9.2 Limitations

In this paper, the introduced adversarial control does not offer

fine-grained control compared to [24, 25]. The reason for

this is that the direct feedback from the compromised Hall

sensor to the attacker is absent. However, the attack is strong

enough to perturb the connected power grid. Our adversarial

attack offers limited control over the inverter voltage within

a limited range (Section 7.4) and exceeding this range can

result in a DoS attack as the inverter is very sensitive to output

voltage variation. Moreover, close access near the inverter,

short-attacking range, finding the weak grid scenario, and the

prior knowledge on the timing of the attack (i.e., peak hours)

are also the limitations. Furthermore, the attacker can not

inject high frequency (>2Hz) pulsating MMF, because the

inductive property of the electromagnet filters it out.

10 Conclusion

We have proposed and presented a noninvasive attack using

the magnetic field on the grid-tied solar inverter. The presence

of the Hall sensors in the inverters leaves them vulnerable to

be spoofed from the outside. We have illustrated the integrity

and availability risks of an inverter by proper mathematical

modeling of the basic blocks of the inverter controller. This

shows how the false data injection into a Hall sensor can com-

promise the inverter controller. We have identified five attack

scenarios by which the attacker can compromise the inverter

and also the connected grid. Moreover, we have introduced a

duty-cycle variation approach for adversarial control that can

alter the inverter voltage and real power noninvasively. We

have tested the attack scenarios in our scaled-down testbed

of the power grid and demonstrated our proof of concept. We

discuss the feasibility of using a 100 kW inverter and this

gives insights behind the generalization of our attack model.

We have used industry-standard software Etap 19.0.1 to show

the consequences of our attack in a large power grid. This

attack can lead to a grid blackout in a weak grid. Our work is

an example of a noninvasive attack that originates in the phys-

ical domain following some physical laws, compromises the

cyber domain, and again finally impacts the physical domain.

This can cause financial loss to the power companies. Hence,
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this attack is novel in power CPSs and it can draw attention

to the security community for further research.
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11 Appendix

11.1 Grid Synchronization

Grid-tied solar inverters need to synchronize itself with the

power grid to work in unison. Therefore, The inverter output

frequency should be equal to the connected grid frequency

(e.g., 60 Hz). Moreover, the inverter voltage should have the

same phase angle and slightly higher magnitude than the

grid voltage to push power into the grid. There are a few

methods for the grid synchronization. The most common

synchronization method is Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL). Any

wrong synchronization of frequency, voltage, and phase angle

may bring the grid down. Moreover, the damage could get

worse for large inverters like the central one, because these

inverters have a higher influence on the connected power grid.

11.2 Real Power and Reactive Power

The concept of real and reactive power is important in a power

grid. Real power is the energy required to rotate a motor,

illuminate a house, heat a room, etc. The real power generation

should be equal to the power demand. If the power generation

surpasses the demand, it will increase the grid frequency that

may damage the connected loads. If the power generation

is less than the demand, this scenario will reduce the grid

frequency and may cause blackout. Therefore, the frequency

variation is critical for the grid health and this should be within

the acceptable limit (e.g., IEEE 1547 standard: 59.3Hz <
f requency < 60.5Hz) for stable grid operation.

On the other hand, reactive power is used to regulate grid

voltage. It is used to control the voltage level and this is es-

sential for the active power to do real work. If the reactive

power generation is less than the demand, the voltage level

will drop and if the generation is higher, the voltage level will

rise compared to the nominal value. This variation should be

within 1% of the nominal voltage for healthy grid operation.

Nowadays, the distributed energy resources (DERs) like so-

lar/wind inverters can push real and reactive power into the

grid and facility’s energy management system control this

amount depending upon the actual demand.

11.3 Generators in a Strong and a Weak Grid

A strong grid consists of rotational generators because the ro-

tational generators provide inertia that can compensate for any

sudden change of loads in the power system. The rotational

generator has a governor-control mechanism that controls

the prime-mover of the generator during load variation. In a

strong grid, the majority of the power comes from the cen-

tralized rotational generators. On the other hand, in a weak

grid, the majority of the power may not come from the central-

ized rotational generators, but comes from many distributed

energy sources, such as solar/wind turbines, battery energy

storage. Due to the continuous integration of distributed en-

ergy sources, the modern grid is experiencing poor control

and lack of inertia causing grid weakening over time.

11.4 Presence of Hall Sensors in Inverters

Fig. 19 is a teardown [39] of Sunny Boy series inverter from

SMA Solar Technology. This figure indicates the presence

of Hall sensors. Fig. 20 is a block diagram [36] of a three-

phase grid-tied inverter from Texas Instruments Inc. This

figure also clearly indicates the presence of Hall sensors. Both

inverters also require >800 V DC source and that is why

they are not safe to test in the lab set-up. Page 6 of [37]

also indicates the presence of Hall sensors in the inverter

made by STMicroelectronics. Page 15 of [38] indicates the

presence of Hall sensors in the inverter made by Microchip.

Figure 19: SMA Solar Technology Sunny Boy inverter [39].

11.5 ~Sabc to ~Sdq Transformation

The Clarke Matrix (CM) and the Park Matrix (PM) are ex-

pressed as follows [73]:

Clarke Matrix, CM =

√

2

3







1 −1

2
−1

2

0

√
3

2
−
√

3

2






(22)

Park Matrix, PM =

[

cosω t sinω t

−sinω t cosω t

]

(23)
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Hall Effect Sensors x 3

Figure 20: 10 kW grid-tied inverter reference design [36].

From Eqn. 2, 22 and 23, vector ~Sabc to ~Sαβ transforma-

tion and vector ~Sαβ to ~Sdq transformation can be written as

follows:

~Sαβ(t) =

[

eα

eβ

]

=CM×~Sabc =









√

3

2
E cosω t

√

3

2
E sinω t









(24)

~Sdq =

[

ed

eq

]

= PM×~Sαβ(t) =

[√

3
2 E

0

]

(25)

Where both ed and eq are non varying quantities and eq = 0

for balanced grid voltage. Here, ω t is unknown in Park Matrix,

PM (Eqn. 23) and for αβ-to-dq transformation (Eqn. 25), ω t

is required. This θ = ω t is supplied by Phase Locked Loop

(PLL) (Fig. 5, Eqn. 10).

11.6 Relation Between ~Sabc and ~Uabc

A loop filter is present to smooth the inverter output voltage.

If the inverter output voltages [ua,ub,uc] are expressed as

a vector ~Uabc and ouput currents [ia, ib, ic] as ~Iabc and the

phase inductance of the three phase loop filter is L (Fig. 5),

the relation between ~Sabc and ~Uabc is (neglecting filter’s coil

resistance R):

~Sabc =





ea

eb

ec



=





ua

ub

uc



−L

















dia

dt
dib
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dic

dt
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(26)

After placing eqn. 26 into eqn. 24 and from 3, we can

obtain the following equation:

~Sdq =

[

ed

eq

]

= PM×CM×
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ud
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dt
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diq

dt









+ωL

[

iq

−id

]

(27)

Using eq = 0 (from eqn. 3) in eqn. 27, the inverter’s output

voltage ud ,uq can be obtained and written by:

ud = ed +L
did

dt
−ωLiq (28)

uq = L
diq

dt
+ωLid (29)

11.7 Attack Scenario 3

After injecting ∆Ea(t), ∆Eb(t), ∆Ec(t) measurement errors

into ~Sabc, Eqn. 2 changes as follows:

~S
f alse
abc (t) =





ea

eb

ec



+





∆Ea(t)
∆Eb(t)
∆Ec(t)





=





E cosω t

E cos(ω t−1200)
E cos(ω t +1200)



+









E
f
a cos(ω f t)

E
f
b cos(ω f t)

E
f
c cos(ω f t)









(30)

Where E f is the magnitude and ω f is the frequency of the

injected error voltage. If we assume that the injected error

frequency ω f is equal to ω, the R.H.S of Eqn. 30 may be

simplified as:

~S
f alse
abc (t) =





ea +∆Ea(t)
eb +∆Eb(t)
ec +∆Ec(t



=









E
f
1a cos(ω t +θ f

a)

E
f
2a cos(ω t +θ

f
b)

E
f
3a cos(ω t +θ f

c )









(31)

where E
f
1a,E

f
2a,E

f
3a and θ f

a , θ
f
b , θ f

c are the false magnitudes

and phase angles, respectively.

11.8 Attack Scenario 5

Let us assume the attacker uses pulsating square (⊓) MMF

(as square wave generation is easier than the sine wave gen-

eration) for spoofing ~Iabc sensors. It creates pulsating per-

turbation ∆I⊓(t) with frequency ω⊓. This may be expressed

as: ∆I⊓(t) = sgn(sin(ω⊓t)) where sgn is the signum function.

This ∆I⊓(t) may cause pulsating V
f⊓

Hall(t) (Eqn. 12). This false

V
f⊓

Hall(t) results injection of pulsating ∆Ia⊓(t), ∆Ib⊓(t), ∆Ic⊓(t)
measurement error into~Iabc as follows:

~I
f alse

abc (t) =





Ia

Ib

Ic



+





∆Ia⊓(t)
∆Ib⊓(t)
∆Ic⊓(t)





=





I cosω t + sgn(sin(ω⊓ t))
I cos(ω t−1200)+ sgn(sin(ω⊓ t))
I cos(ω t +1200)+ sgn(sin(ω⊓ t))





(32)
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